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Abstract
A’Campo formulated the way to construct a link in the 3-sphere from so-called divides, i.e.,
immersions of copies of 1-manifolds in a disk. Links obtained from isolated singularities of complex
hypersurfaces are obtained from divides, but not vice versa. He proved that any link obtained from
a connected divide is a fibered link, and calculated the unknotting numbers of such knots. In this
article, we give a quick method to draw the diagrams of the link of the given divide, together with
the fiber surface. By visualizing the knots of divides, we can calculate the unknotting numbers for
some knots which do not come from a divide.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 57M25
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1. Introduction
It has been well known that an isolated singularity of a complex hypersurface gives
a fibered link in the 3-sphere S3. By considering real deformations of the singularity,
A’Campo formulated so-called divides, which are immersions without self-tangencies,
having only transversal self-intersections, of copies of the unit interval. However most
of his argument holds when we also allow immersion of copies of loops. So now we define
divide as follows:
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Definition 1.1. A divide P is a generic relative immersion in the unit disk (D, ∂D), of a
finite number of 1-manifolds, i.e., copies of the unit interval (I, ∂I) and the unit circle.
Each image of the copies is called a branch of P . We say that a divide is connected if
the image of the immersion is a connected subset of the unit disk. Throughout this article,
we assume that P is connected.
As follows, a link L(P) is associated to a divide P in S3 = {(u, v) ∈ TD | u ∈ D,
v ∈ TuD, |u|2 + |v|2 = 1}, where for a tangent vector (u, v) ∈ TD of the unit disk D, the
point u ∈D represents its foot and the vector v ∈ TuD its linear part.
Definition 1.2. The link L(P) of the divide P is defined as follows:
L(P) := {(u, v) ∈ TD | u ∈ P, v ∈ TuP, |u|2 + |v|2 = 1}⊂ S3.
Note that each arc (respectively loop) branch of P contributes one (respectively two)
component to L(P). We denote by N(L) a tubular neighborhood of a link L, and by
E(L) = cl(S3 − N(L)) its exterior in S3. We say that a link L in S3 is a fibered link if
E(L) is a surface bundle over S1 with fiber F , where F is a Seifert surface for L, which
we call a fiber surface. Here, Seifert surface F for a link L is a compact orientable surface,
without closed components, such that ∂F = L.
The fibered links obtained from the singularities of complex hypersurfaces are obtained
from a divide, but not all links of divides correspond to a link of a singularity. On the other
hand, A’Campo has shown the following:
Theorem 1.3 [2, Theorem]. The link L(P) of a connected divide P is a fibered link.
As noted before, divides in [2] have only arc branches. However the same proof applies
when they also have loop branches.
In case P consists of one arc branch, A’Campo has determined the unknotting number
and the 4-ball genus of the knot of P . The unknotting number u(K) of a knot K is the
minimal number of necessary crossing changes to make K unknotted. The 4-ball genus
g∗(K) of K is the minimal genus of smooth oriented surfaces embedded in the 4-ball
bounded by K .
Theorem 1.4 [2, Theorem 4]. Let P be a divide with one arc branch, with δ double points.
Then u(L(P ))= g∗(L(P ))= δ.
In Section 5, we show the clasp number of L(P) also coincides with δ. We can explicitly
construct a minimal clasp disk for L(P).
Following is a product of the algorithms we present in this article.
Corollary 1.5. From a divide P with one arc branch, our algorithm easily yields:
(1) a diagram for L(P),
(2) an immersed disk with minimal clasp number,
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(3) a Seifert surface of minimal genus and of minimal 4-ball genus, and moreover,
(4) the fiber surface for L(P).
This article is organized as follows; In Section 2, we visualize the link L(P) of a given
divide P . Then we give an easy algorithm to draw a diagram of L(P) using P . In Section 3,
we deal with ‘slalom divides’ and slalom knots (introduced in [3]) and show that slalom
divides yield fibered ‘arborescent knots’. In Section 4, we span a Seifert surface for L(P),
which realizes the fiber for L(P), and give an easy algorithm to draw a fiber surface almost
contained in a small neighborhood of P . In Section 5, we discuss the unknotting operations
for the knots of divides and determine the unknotting numbers of some knots which can
not be obtained from divides.
2. Construction of the link L(P) of the divide P
In this section, we visualize the link L(P) of the divide P and give an algorithm to
draw a diagram for L(P). Generally, the link L(P) is strongly invertible and we also give
another construction of diagrams where the strong involution is visible.
We remark that Gibson and Ishikawa [7] have drawn diagrams viewed from a similar
formulation. Ishikawa has made a C program to obtain a Dowker–Thistlethwaite code of
the knot from given divide [8].
Let V (=D2×S1) be a solid torus parameterized by (u, θ), where u ∈D2,−π < θ  π .
For each point  ∈ ∂D2, we regard  × S1 as a point and denote the quotient space
by V̂ , which is homeomorphic to S3. We call this operation a zipping operation. Then,
the map f :V → S3 ⊂ TD2 defined by f (u, θ) = (u, reiθ ), where |u|2 + r2 = 1, i.e.,
r =√1− |u|2, induces a homeomorphism φ : V̂ → S3. Note that φ−1(u, v) = (u, argv),
where (u, v) ∈L(P).
Hence the link L(P) is identified with {(u, argv) ∈ V̂ | u ∈ P , v ∈ TuP }.
To visualize it, we consider the cylinder W = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | (x, y) ∈D2, −π  z 
π}. By identifying the top and the bottom disks of W by (x, y,π)∼ (x, y,−π), and then
zipping, we can recover V̂ .
Note that a regular isotopy of P in the space of generic immersion does not change the
isotopy type of the link L(P). Hence from now on, we may assume that P is linear with
slope ±1 in the xy-plane, except near the ‘corners’, where a branch quickly changes its
slope from ±1 to ∓1.
We trace each branch of P , twice in opposite directions. Note that the argument of the
speed vector is either 14π , − 14π , 34π or − 34π except near the corner where it increases
or decreases by 12π . Hence after a small isotopy, the preimage L˜ of the link L(P) in W ,
consists of either vertical or horizontal linear segments.
Note that this construction naturally induces an orientation of L(P). The following
figure, as an example of the above construction, depicts W with L˜, where the endpoints
of horizontal arcs are already connected by an vertical arc, for such points are identified
by the zipping operation. Fig. 1 depicts a divide which yields the knot 10145 in Rolfsen’s
table [13].
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Fig. 1. Cylinder representation of 10145.
Next we give an algorithm to draw a diagram of the link L(P), which lies in a small
neighborhood of the divide P , except near the minimal and maximal point of P with
respect to the y-axis.
We can regard P as the image of L˜ under the canonical projection (x, y, z)→ (x, y,0).
Then by slightly moving the horizontal segments in the above construction, we can almost
obtain a projection of L(P). All we need now is to modify it where the vertical segments
reaches the top and the bottom disks of W .
Following is the algorithm to draw a diagram of L(P):
(1) For each branch Bi of P , draw the boundary of a ‘very small’ neighborhood of Bi
in R2, assigned with the counterclockwise orientation.
Fig. 2. Drawing diagram, e.g., 10145.
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(2) Modify the circles as in Fig. 2, around crossings of P , and maximal and minimal
points of P with respect to the y-axis.
In Fig. 2, the curling segment assigned with the sign ∞ runs toward ∂D2 over other
segments of the diagram and then comes back under other segments. All the other over-
under information is derived from the height of L˜ in W with respect to the z-axis.
Remark 2.1. When the region above a maximal point is external, then we do not have to
modify around the point. When the region below a minimal point is external, then we have
a full-twist around the point. This remark will be important in Section 3.
We then give another method to draw a diagram of L(P), which is not as easy as the
former one, but has an advantage that we can see the strong involution of L(P) on the
diagram. We start with the following fact.
Fact 2.2. The link L(P) is strongly invertible for any divide P .
We say that a link L in S3 is strongly invertible, if there exists an involution of (S3,L)
which preserves the orientation of S3 and reverses the orientation of L.
To draw a diagram of L(P) with the involution visible, curl the above defined W and
identify the top and the bottom disks, to obtain a solid torus V . We denote the image of L˜
by L. Consider a standard embedding of V , where the core of V is a circle in the xy-plane,
centered at the origin. In the above construction, L is preserved by the π -rotation ρ around
the z-axis, and the orientation of L is reversed by ρ.
Now L is recovered by connecting each pair of corresponding endpoints of L by an arc
which will shrink to a point by zipping. We can take each of such arcs so that the arc is
preserved by ρ.
Finally, after a small isotopy, the projection to the xy-plane yields the desired diagram,
where the involution is visible.
See Fig. 3 for example. Note that in general, an arc branch contributes one component
to L(P) and a loop branch contributes two. If a component Ki of L(P) comes from an
arc branch, then Ki meets the z-axis in two points and Ki itself is strongly invertible. If a
component Ji comes from a loop branch r , then L(P) has another component J ′i which
also comes from r , and ρ maps Ji to J ′i .
3. Slalom divides and arborescent links
In this section, we deal with a special class of divides, called ‘slalom divides’, and show
that links of slalom divides are ‘arborescent links’ obtained by plumbing Hopf bands, and
hence that they are fibered links.
We remark that Quach and Weber [11] have also shown that slalom divides give
arborescent links, by a different method. See also [12] for a generalization of slalom links.
For a divide P ⊂ D, we define dual graphs Γ,Γ ′ as follows: Let the complementary
regions D − P be colored black and white in a chessboard fashion. Let Γ be the graph
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Fig. 3. Strongly invertible diagram of 10145.
constructed by taking for each black region a vertex, and for each double point of P an
edge connecting the vertices of the black regions that abut at that point. Similarly, Γ ′ is
constructed from the white regions.
We say that a divide P is a slalom divide if one of its dual graphs is a tree, which we call
a slalom tree and denote by TP . We distinguish the vertices whose corresponding region
touches ∂D and call them external vertices while calling other vertices internal vertices.
We recall the notion of Murasugi sum of two (Seifert) surfaces.
Definition 3.1. Let F1 and F2 be Seifert surfaces in S3 separated by a 2-sphere. Suppose
they locally appear as in Fig. 4, where 2n-gons D1 and D2 are specified. By identifying
D1 and D2, we obtain a new Seifert surface F and call it a Murasugi sum of F1 and F2.
When n= 2, the operation is called a plumbing.
Next we recall the notion of arborescent links in the sense of [4], also known as algebraic
links in the sense of [5]. In this article, we only deal with special arborescent links in the
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Fig. 4. Murasugi sum.
Fig. 5. Example of an arborescent link.
sense of [16], i.e., those which are the boundary of a Seifert surface obtained by plumbing
unknotted twisted annuli in a manner specified by the associated weighted tree. We follow
the convention in [16] except the description of the weight system. Fig. 5 is an example of a
(2-component) arborescent link with its plumbing tree, where the arrows are drawn just to
confirm the convention stated below. Each blank box contains as many twists as specified
by the weight.
Let T be a finite planar weighted tree such that each vertex v of T is assigned with an
even weight w(v) ∈ 2Z. Now we specify how to construct from T an orientable surface
whose boundary is well defined up to isotopy modulo simultaneous orientation change. We
call the link an arborescent link with the (weighted) plumbing tree T .
For each vertex v, we place an unknotted annulus Av with w(v) half-twists, where a
core orientation cv and a normal orientation nv are specified as in Fig. 5.
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Let e1, e2, . . . , ej be the edges of T incident to v counterclockwise in this order, with
vertices v1, v2, . . . , vj at the other end.
Then plumb the annuli Av1,Av2, . . . ,Avj to Av following the core orientation of Av so
that nv (respectively cv) matches cvi (respectively nvi ), i = 1,2, . . . , j .
By the algorithm in Section 2 with a small modification (Fig. 7), we can draw a diagram
of slalom links with a Seifert surface, obtaining the following. (See Fig. 6.)
Theorem 3.2. Let P be a slalom divide. Then the link L(P) is an arborescent link, and
the plumbing tree AP of L(P) is a bipartite tree, which is constructed from the slalom tree
TP as follows:
(1) let the internal (respectively external) vertices of TP be colored white (respectively
black),
(2) put a black vertex in the middle point of each edge of TP which misses black vertices
of TP , and
(3) let the weights of all the vertices be 2.
Then we have the following corollary without invoking A’Campo’s theorem.
Fig. 6. Slalom divide and the bi-colored plumbing tree, for 10139.
Fig. 7. Modifications at the double points of P .
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Corollary 3.3. The link of a slalom divide is a fibered arborescent link.
Proof. Each vertex with weight 2 requires a Hopf band, which is the (only) fiber surface
of first Betti number 1 modulo mirror images [9]. A Murasugi sum of fiber surfaces is a
fiber surface (and vice versa) by [6]. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let P be a slalom divide, drawn so that the slalom tree TP glows
horizontally as in Fig. 6.
Each region R of white vertices of TP has exactly one maximal and one minimal points.
Note that the region above (respectively below) the maximal (respectively minimal) point
is external, and hence by Remark 2.1, that we can draw a diagram of L(P) in a small
neighborhood of P . Once we make slight modifications around double points of P , as
in Fig. 7, we can draw a picture of a Seifert surface as in Fig. 6 (which depicts the knot
10139). Fig. 7 gives two steps of modifications; first to draw a picture of Seifert surface,
and then deform the surface into a standard form of arborescent plumbing of annuli, with
the plumbing tree AP obtained from TP by the claimed rule. ✷
4. Visualization of the fiber surface for the link L(P) of the divide P
In this section, we deal with general divides and give an easy algorithm to draw the fiber
surface for L(P) contained almost in a small neighborhood of P . First we construct an
immersed surface in S3 bounded by L(P) with only clasp singularities. Then we show that
smoothing the clasp surface yields the fiber surface.
Before describing the surface, we recall an operation to obtain an embedded surface
from an immersed surface with clasp singularities. Let F˜ be an immersion of an oriented
surface F in S3 with clasp singularities. Let γ be a clasp singularity of F˜ . Then the
operation depicted in Fig. 8 is called an oriented smoothing at γ .
Recall the construction of L˜ in W in Section 2. We have assumed that P is piecewise
linear and that L˜ consists of linear segments which are either horizontal or vertical. For
each linear segment of P , there are exactly two copies of it in L˜, with the opposite
orientations.
Fig. 8. Oriented smoothing.
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Fig. 9. Local picture of a clasp surface.
Fix an arbitrary orientation on P and denote by PO the oriented divide. Then PO
specifies a subset H+O of the horizontal segments of L in V with coherent orientation
with PO , where V is the solid torus resulting from the identification of the top and the
bottom of W . Now consider the immersed surface R(PO) = {(u, θ) ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ H+O ,
v  θ  v + π}, where θ is evaluated modulo 2π . Note that each of the singularities of
R(PO) is a clasp singularity, which only comes from a double point of P . Finally apply an
oriented smoothing at each clasp singularity of R(PO) and denote the resulting surface by
F(PO).
Claim 4.1. Zipping V makes the surface F(PO) into a Seifert surface F(PO) for L(P).
Note that the orientation of the link L(P) does not depend on the orientation of PO . At
the end of this section, we prove that F(PO) is the fiber surface for L(P), and hence that
F(PO) doesnot depend on the orientation of PO , for fiber surfaces for a fixed oriented link
are unique up to isotopy.
Proof of Claim 4.1. First, F(PO) is orientable, because R(PO) is an immersion of copies
of disks and annuli, where each arc branch (respectively loop branch) of P contributes one
copy of disk (respectively annulus). Second, we see that ∂F (PO)= L(P) as follows. Each
linear segment s of H+O contributes to R(PO) a disk of the form s×[0,1]. The ‘horizontal’
boundary components s × {0} and s × {1} coincide with horizontal segments of L, and for
each ‘vertical’ boundary component t × [0,1], t ∈ ∂s, we have one of the following:
(1) t × [0,1] is zipped into a point where horizontal segments of L are connected, and
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Fig. 10.
(2) t × [0, 12 ] (respectively t × [ 12 ,1]) coincides with a vertical segment of L and
t×[ 12 ,1] (respectively t×[0, 12 ]) is connected to a half of another vertical boundary
component. (See Fig. 9 for a schematic picture, which comes from Fig. 1.) ✷
Having in mind the above construction of the surface together with the diagrams drawn
in the manner in Section 2, we give an easy algorithm to draw a fiber surface of the link of
divides. Recall that we have assumed that P is piecewise linear and each linear segments
has slope ±1.
Theorem 4.2. Following is an algorithm to draw a Seifert surface for L(P). Moreover the
obtained surface is the fiber surface for L(P).
(1) Fix an orientation of P and let P be colored blue and red so that the linear segments
of P running upward (respectively downward) are colored blue (respectively red).
(2) Extend the local constructions depicted in Fig. 10, where horizontal bands running
to the right (respectively left) pass over (respectively under) other segments of
bands, and their ends are identified when they reach ∂D2.
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Fig. 11. Drawing Seifert surfaces, e.g., 10145.
Remark 4.3. If the region above (respectively below) the critical point is external, then
(a) (respectively (b)) in Fig. 10 can be replaced by (a’) (respectively (b’)). See Fig. 11 for
example.
Note. Following explanation is more enjoyable if the pictures are painted; segments of
divide running up are blue, those running down are red, thick shading is blue, and thin
shading is red. Fig. 12 shows diagrammatic construction of Fig. 10.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The above coloring of P induces a bi-coloring of H+O (in
Section 2). Recall that each segment of H+O has an uncolored antipodal counterpart in L
in V . The clasp surface R(PO) consists of disks of the form s×[0,1], where s×{0} ∈H+O
is colored and s × {1} is its uncolored counterpart. Then by dragging H+O in the positive
direction until it lies close to its counterpart, we can deformR(PO) as a union of thin bands
with clasp singularities. See Fig. 12. Note that by construction, s × [0,1] passes through
(respectively misses) the top disk of W is s is colored blue (respectively red). One can be
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Fig. 12. Making the clasp surface thin (Part 1).
convinced of this by coloring the divide in Fig. 1. (Orientation from the left root to the right
is convenient.) Doing the dragging diagrammatically as in Fig. 12, we obtain the formula
depicted in Fig. 10.
Next we show that surfaces thus constructed are fiber surfaces. The arguments in [1]
shows that L(P) is a fibered link and the first Betti number β(F ) of the fiber F is equal
to sum of (the number of the double points of P ) and (the number of the internal region
of D2 − P ). Recall that fiber surfaces for a fibered link is unique up to isotopy and that
any Seifert surface of the minimal first Betti number, i.e., minimal genus Seifert surface is
isotopic to the fiber surface. Then, since each of the double points and the internal region
of P contributes 1 to the first Betti number of the surface constructed by the algorithm, we
have the conclusion. ✷
5. Unknotting operations of divide knots
In this section we deal with divides which consist of exactly one arc branch, i.e., divides
which yield a knot.
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Fig. 12. (Part 2.)
Fig. 13. Clasp singularity.
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Fig. 14. Clasp-removing operation and the slalom divide.
Before discussing the unknotting operations, we give the following.
The clasp number s(K) of a knot K is the minimal number of the clasps of an immersed
disk in S3 bounded by K with only clasp singularities.
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a divide with one arc branch, with δ double points. Suppose that
the knot K = L(P) has clasp number s(K). Then s(K)= δ. Moreover, R(PO) in Section 4
is a clasp disk which realizes s(K).
Proof. In general, we have s(K)  u(K), for we can unknot K by applying a crossing
change at every clasp singularity in a minimal clasp disk. By Theorem 1.4, u(K)= δ. On
the other hand, the clasp surface R(PO) has δ clasps, and hence s(K) δ. Thus we have
the conclusion. ✷
Recall the construction of an immersed surface bounded by L(P) in Section 4. Around
each double point of P , we can locally draw such a surface, where a clasp singularity
appears as in Fig. 13.
We call the operation of changing the crossing marked ∗1 a clasp-removing operation.
Now considering the clasp-removing operation around every double points of P , we see
that δ times crossing changes yield an embedded disk, i.e., unknot L(P). In deed, in the
case of slalom divides, this corresponds to the argument in [2].
Fig. 14 describes how a clasp-removing operation removes a kink in a slalom divide.
On the other hand, we call the operation of changing the crossing marked 2 in Fig. 13
a ribbon-generating operation. Remark the following fact.
Fact 5.2. By applying ribbon-generating operations δ times to a slalom knot, we can
unknot it.
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Fig. 15.
Fig. 16.
Proof. As in Fig. 16, by applying a ribbon-generating operation around a terminal of the
slalom tree, we can shrink the tree. ✷
Now we can evaluate the unknotting numbers for a wider class of arborescent knots.
Definition 5.3. We say that an arborescent knot is slalom-like, if the plumbing tree T
satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) T is a bipartite, where vertices are colored alternatingly black and white, with the
root vertex colored black and other terminal vertex white;
(2) all black vertices, except the root, have valency 2, and
(3) the weights of black vertices are all 2 and those of the white vertices are positive
and even.
Remark 5.4. As in the proof of Corollary 3.3, we see that a slalom-like knot is a fibered
knot if and only if it is a slalom knot.
Theorem 5.5. Let K be a slalom-like arborescent knot whose plumbing tree T has δ black
vertices. Then u(K)= δ.
Proof. It is easy to see that δ times of clasp-removing operations is enough to unknot K ,
i.e., u(K) δ. To complete the proof, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let h1, h2, . . . , hj be the white vertices of T . Let k = 12
∑j
i=1(w(hi)− 2).
Then there exists a slalom knot K ′ whose the plumbing tree T ′ has (k + δ) black vertices.
Since u(K ′) = k + δ, and K is obtained from K ′ by changing k crossings, we have
u(K) δ. ✷
Proof of Lemma 5.6. To construct T ′ from T , modify (as in Fig. 15) each white vertex
hi with weight w(hi) > 2 by:
(1) add (w(hi)− 2) vertices with weights all 2, and (2) reset w(hi) to 2.
By Fig. 16, we see that K is obtained from K ′ by k times of ribbon-generating
operations. ✷
Remark 5.7. Theorem 5.5 can also be obtained using Rudolph’s results as follows. Since
we know that δ times ribbon-generating operations is enough to unknot K , we have
δ  u(K). On the other hand, u(K)  g∗(K) in general. Modulo mirror images, K is a
positive knot. Then by [15], K is strongly quasipositive, and hence by [14], g∗(K)= g(K)
(cf. [10,17], for related topics). In this case, g(K)= δ, i.e., the number of the black vertices
of the plumbing tree. Hence u(K) δ.
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